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After years of fruitful participation in Art Basel Miami Beach’s Art Nova, Galeria Leme is proud to announce its first participation in the Galleries sector. For this occasion the
gallery will showcase a representative selection of its artists and feature a selection of works, which rethink and explore the boundaries of painting through the physicality and
spatiality of images and the subversion of the hierarchies between the bidimensional imagery and the tridimensional support that sustains it. Galeria Leme will present works
from four Latin-American artists: Sandra Gamarra (Peru, 1972), Mauro Piva (Brazil, 1977), Jessica Mein (Brazil, 1975) and Luciano Figueiredo (Brazil, 1948).
From this group of artists Sandra Gamarra is the one whose work is, at first glance, most deeply rooted to a traditional notion of painting, nevertheless she constantly contradicts
and subverts what is expected from this two-dimensional medium. The political undertones of her figurative paintings are taken further by an exploration of the spatiality of the
work, which very often is much closer to installation. In her most recent series of works, showcased at this year’s ABMB booth, the artist revisits the landscape genre through
the juxtaposition of several sources of imagery. Gamarra not only subverts and re-signifies a genre that has fallen into deep obsolescence, but also questions the historical
and socio-political role of this type of representation of nature and territory. The representation of the landscape served and still serves to edit and re-frame the real from the
perspective of the subjects that elaborate it. In this way, an external human logic is imposed to an objective representation of nature, deforming and domesticating the real
according to the beliefs, desires, and intentions of Man. From this perspective, the representation of landscape is never faithful, but a subjective reflection of the individual that
shaped it as well as his social context and ideological aspirations.
In turn, Brazilian artist Mauro Piva creates paintings on paper and canvas, using watercolor, gouaches and acrylic that play with both an actual and illusionary notion of
tridimensionality. What seems, at first glance, like collages and the juxtaposition of different materials that often stick out of the base surface of his paintings, are, after all,
the paintings themselves. Only after looking carefully at these details, does the viewer realize that the composition is not made up by a collage of different materials. Instead,
the works are composed by a single sheet of paper or only one layer of canvas, which is cut and pealed so as to create a subtle relief on its surface. This procedure, conjoined
with a realistic depiction of the portrayed elements, misleads the viewer into believing that these are in fact collages. This is the case of the works presented at Galeria Leme’s
booth, where the artist reproduces numerous pieces of paper that refer to the scraps that painters normally use to test the colors. The artist turns these paintings into threedimensional pieces with incisions on the sheet of paper that give an unusual volume to the composition. In addition to copying his own color tests, accumulated in his atelier
over the years, the artist also appropriates others from well-known names of the history of art such as Josef Albers. With this simple operation Mauro Piva proposes a reflection
about the concepts of originality, authorship and value, as well as the romantic valorization of the creative genius and gesture.
Exploring the cutting and pealing of the canvas even further, Jessica Mein’s work lies at the intersection between the use of digital and mechanical means of reproduction in
relation to the artist’s own manual action. Her works result from the superimposition of images, materials, and techniques. She uses digital procedures such as scanning and
printing as well as manual ones, unthreading, ripping and cutting the material. By doing this, the artist simultaneously reveals the constitution of the canvas, decomposing it
to its threads and fibers, and also exposes the structure sustaining the work, showing the wooden frames behind it and turning the support elements into an important part of
the composition. In the works presented at ABMB Mein creates drawings by rubbing carbon paper directly onto the surface against the wooden frames. In the unthreading of
each textile grid, she also emphasizes the precariousness of the handmade quality of the structure. Mein uses frottage as a primitive scanner, the most basic form of mapping
surfaces and materiality. In a constant oscillation between surface and support, representation and abstraction, construction and its subsequent deconstruction, misalignment,
or even the sabotage of her own works, the artist questions the authority and the mechanization of images and its surroundings.
The interplay between structure and painting, and painting as a structure in itself, is successfully achieved by Luciano Figueiredo, one of the protagonists of the 1970s
counterculture movement in Brazil, alongside Lygia Clark and Hélio Oiticica. An experimental and interdisciplinary character marks his work and production over the last
20 years in a result of spatial and chromatic research arising from Brazilian Concrete and Neo-Concrete Art. It is also affiliated to constructivism and its graphical tradition,
exploring the contrasts of colors, transparencies and planar volumes. For ABMB the artist will show a series of works, titled Relevos (Reliefs), that he has been developing since
1984, where there is an accumulation of layers of canvas or newsprints with painted geometric patterns and color fields. In this series the artist explores the superposition of
layers, transparencies and different color saturations. The use of newsprint points to a linkage to the events of the world, as if they were the basis for art’s structuring, but does
not get conditioned by it. The final pieces suggest the possibility of the movement of the opening and closing of pages but narrate other subjective narratives. The artist wants to
achieve the point of suspension of shapes and colors, as if they were “floating”, in what he calls "possibilities for color and space in suspension".
Despite the formal disparities and conceptual divergences, these artists’ researches have a common thread in their rethinking of painting as a medium that can still hold many
potentialities, despite being considered outdated and emptied.
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Sandra Gamarra. Lima, Peru, 1972. Lives and works in Madrid, Spain.
Sandra Gamarra is the creator of the fictional Lima Museum of Contemporary Art (2002), which is an imaginary collection of paintings with accompanying merchandise based
on her hand-painted reproductions of works by her contemporaries. Gamarra’s method of appropriation raises questions about issues of authenticity and the status of replicas.
Indeed, a significant part of Gamarra’s work focuses on the mechanisms of the art world, including the art market, exhibitions and creative processes, to explore its reality and
workings. Another aspect that has fascinated the artist is the parallel between artistic and mystical experiences. In a series of paintings entitled The New Worshipper and The
Apostles, Gamarra suggests that art museums are sites for pilgrimage and worshipful contemplation. According to the artist, observing works of art is, before any political or
philosophical reality, an act of faith. In these paintings the artist observes the observers, which provocatively alludes to the relationship between the maker, the work, the viewer
and the point at which they meet in the museum. In her work, Gamarra has explored the socio-political consequences of what she considers an incomplete modernity in South
America. In her most recent series of works, the artist revisits the landscape genre through the juxtaposition of several sources of imagery. Gamarra not only subverts and resignifies a genre that has fallen into deep obsolescence, but also questions the historical and socio-political role of this type of representation of nature and territory.
Solo exhibitions: Landscape in Quotation Marks, Galeria Leme, São Paulo, Brazil (2017); Figueiredo Ferraz Institute, Ribeirão Preto, Brazil (2016); Grey Flag Project (commission),
Artium Museum, Vitoria, Spain; What Made Us Modern / Sharp Images in Humid Environments, Galeria Leme, São Paulo, Brazil (2014); Blanca, Galería Juana de Aizpuru, Madrid,
Spain; Palacio Molina, Cartagena, Spain (2013); You are here, ASA Factory, European Capital of Culture, Guimarães, Portugal (2012); At the Same Time, Bass Museum of Art,
Miami, USA (2011).
Group Exhibitions: One thousand roaring beasts. Exhibition dispositifs for a critical modernity, CAAC Centro Andaluz Arte Contemporáneo, Seville, Spain (2017); Permit yourself
..., Arts Santa Mònica, Barcelona, Spain (2016); unplace exhibition - networked art: places-between-places, Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, Lisbon, Portugal; MAR - Rio
Art Museum, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (2015); The Marvelous Real, Contemporary Spanish and Latin American Art from the MUSAC Collection, MOT, Tokyo, Japan; Momento
Contemporâneo, Figueiredo Ferraz Institute, Ribeirão Preto, Brazil (2014); Setting the scene, Tate Modern, London, England (2012); XI Biennial of Cuenca, Cuenca, Ecuador
(2011); 29th International Biennial of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil (2010); 31st Panorama of Brazilian Art, Museum of Modern Art of São Paulo-MAM, São Paulo, Brazil; Mundus
Novus, the IILA Pavilion, 53rd Biennale di Venezia, Venice, Italy (2009).
Her work integrates collections such as: MoMA, New York, USA; Tate Modern, London, England; UBS Art Collection; Deutsche Bank Art Collection; MALI (Museo de Arte de Lima)
Peru.

Sandra Gamarra
Yacimiento VII, 2017
Oil on canvas, oil on false gold leaf on canvas, mirrors
201 x 162 x 2 cm

Sandra Gamarra
There are no straight lines in nature, 2017
Oil on brass, mirrors
85 x 100 x 150 cm

Sandra Gamarra
There are no straight lines in nature, 2017 (detail)
Oil on brass, mirrors
85 x 100 x 150 cm

Sandra Gamarra
Degradé, 2017
Oil on paper on wood
122 x 158 cm x 3.5 cm

Sandra Gamarra
Cuatro Esquinas V, 2017
Oil on canvas on wood
Variable dimensions (4 triangles of 40 x 40 x 55.5 cm each)

Sandra Gamarra
Cuatro Esquinas VI, 2017
Oil on canvas on wood
Variable dimensions (4 triangles of 40 x 40 x 55.5 cm each)
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Mauro Piva. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 1977. Lives and works in São Paulo, Brazil.
Mauro Piva proposes a questioning about the concepts of originality, authorship and value, as well as the romantic valorization of the creative genius and gesture. Painting on
paper and canvas with watercolor, gouache and acrylic, Piva reveals a reflection on his own daily life in his first series of works in which flowers, sheets of white paper, pencils
and papers become distinct possibilities of self portraits. From a mostly figurative interest early in his career, Piva changed into an almost abstract approach to composition.
In his most recent series, he appropriates the works of other artists and reshapes them in an almost abstract way, allowing only some of its original characteristics to be
recognized by the viewer. In other works, the artist presents, as a final work, compositions that simulate the presence of remains of masking tapes or torn papers on the canvas,
as if the work was still in process and was unfinished. But all these elements are painted realistically, creating an illusion for the viewer. In his most recent series, Piva reiterates
the importance of the process that is invisible to the public. The artist chooses the numerous pieces of paper that painters normally use to test the colors, recreating them with
watercolor, acrylic paint, gouache, and others, and also giving them a three-dimensionality from incisions on the sheet of paper that give an unusual volume to the composition.
In addition to copying his own color tests, accumulated in his atelier over the years, the artist also appropriates others from well-known names of the history of art, reproducing
them perfectly and showing the search for the desired colors of important artists.
Solo exhibitions: Mauro Piva, Espacio Mínimo, Madrid, Spain; Figueiredo Ferraz Institute, Ribeirão Preto, Brazil (2017); Galeria Leme, São Paulo, Brazil (2016); 19th Festival of
English Culture, British Cultural Center, São Paulo, Brazil; O grande tufo de ervas. Mauro Piva and Pedro Varela, Galeria do Lago do Museu da República, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
(2015); Galería Enrique Guerrero, Mexico City, Mexico (2014); Galeria Leme, São Paulo, Brazil; Galería El Museo, Bogota, Colombia (2013).
Group exhibitions: São Paulo não é uma cidade, invenções do centro, SESC 24 de Maio, São Paulo, Brazil (2017); Lenguajes en papel, M Galería, Bogota, Colombia; O Estado
da Arte, Figueiredo Ferraz Institute, Ribeirão Preto, Brazil; Vértice – Construções, Centro Cultural dos Correios, São Paulo, Brazil (2016); Rio Setecentista, quando o Rio virou
capital, MAR - Museum of Art, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (2015); CNI SESI SENAI Marcantonio Vilaça Prize – Special Edition, National Museum of Rio, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; Duplo
Olhar, Sérgio Carvalho Collection, Paço das Artes, São Paulo, Brazil (2014).
His work integrates collections such as: JPMorgan Chase Art Collection, USA; Art Center Hugo Voeten, Herentals, Belgium; MAR – Museum of Art, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil;
Museum of Modern Art of São Paulo – MAM, São Paulo, Brazil.

Mauro Piva
Autorretrato como papéis toalha sujos de tinta III, 2017
Watercolor, acrylic, gouache, dry point and incision on paper
49,4 x 74,8 cm

Mauro Piva
Autorretrato como papel toalha sujo de tinta V, 2017
Watercolor, acrylic, gouache, dry point and incision on paper
41 x 31 cm

Mauro Piva
“Autorretrato como teste de cores” series, 2016/2017
Watercolor, acrylic, gouache, graphite, color pencil, ink and incision on paper
41 x 31 cm

Mauro Piva
Autorretrato como teste de cores XIV, 2016/2017
Watercolor, acrylic, gouache, graphite, color pencil, ink and incision on paper
41 x 31 cm

Mauro Piva
Homenagem (teste de cores J. Albers) IX, 2016
Acrylic, watercolor, graphite, colored pencil and incision on paper
44,5 x 39,1 cm
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Jessica Mein. São Paulo, Brazil, 1975. Lives and works in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Jessica Mein investigates the materiality of images and their relationship with the supporting structures. The artist is interested in the increasingly obsolete visual materials
that are being replaced by high-tech alternatives. Almost extinct elements, such as billboards structures and papers from São Paulo and hand-printed hemp bags, from the
markets on the outskirts of Dubai. Jessica Mein uses techniques such as collage, etching, drawing and video (stop-motion) to discuss the clash between the use of digital
technologies, mechanical means of reproduction and manual labor, which is fatally subject to human error. In contrast to the ease and speed with which images are produced
and disseminated today, the works produced by Mein are highly laborious, slow and complex. In a constant oscillation between construction and the subsequent sabotage of her
own works, Jessica Mein’s exploration extends from the micro-scale of the materials she uses (shredding, tearing and cutting down these same materials) to the macro scale of
the spatial structures she constructs. In her works the elements of support become as important as the deconstructed images. By altering and experimenting her work to the
most basic architectures, the artist questions the authority and mechanization of the image and its surroundings.
Solo exhibitions: Topologies, work commissioned by Alserkal Avenue, Warehouse 51, Dubai, United Arab Emirates (2016); Tramas, Galeria Leme, São Paulo, Brazil (2015); Obras,
Simon Preston, New York, EUA; Sliced Sky, New York University, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates; NYU, New York, USA (2013); The Pavilion Downtown, Dubai, United Arab
Emirates (2012).
Group exhibitions: Hudinilson Jr., Jessica Mein, Vivian Suter, Simon Preston Gallery, New York, USA (2017); Duas décadas do Museu Universitário de Arte em Uberlândia: MUnA
- de 2 UM, Uberlândia, Brazil (2016); Becoming the Image, Jessica Mein, Joseph Montgomery & Patricia Treib, projects | at fifteen, Tel Aviv, Israel; It’s going to take a lot of love,
Franklin Street Works, Stamford, EUA (2015); On the Blue Shore of Silence, Tracy Williams Gallery, New York, USA (2014); A Sense of Place, The Ruth and Elmer Wellin Museum
of Art at Hamilton College, Clinton, USA; Chromophobia, Gallery Isabelle van den Eynde, Dubai, United Arab Emirates (2013).
Her work integrates collections such as: MoMA, New York, USA; Cleveland Clinic Collection, USA; Julia Stoschek Collection, Dusseldorf, Germany; Museum of Contemporary
Art of the University of São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil.

Jessica Mein
Desborde onze, 2017
Hemp, carbon and wood
28,5 x 165 x 4,5 cm

Jessica Mein
Desborde dezesseis, 2017
Hemp, carbon and wood
70 x 85 x 2 cm

Jessica Mein
Desborde treze, 2017
Hemp, carbon and wood
65 x 93 x 4,5 cm

Jessica Mein
Desborde treze, 2017 (detail)
Hemp, carbon and wood
65 x 93 x 4,5 cm

Jessica Mein
Desborde quinze, 2017
Hemp, carbon and wood
66,5 x 57 x 10 cm
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Luciano Figueiredo. Fortaleza, Brazil, 1948. Lives and works in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Luciano Figueiredo has established himself as one of the exponents of the so-called counterculture movement in Brazil, in the 1970s, alongside artists such as Lygia Clark and
Hélio Oiticica. Figueiredo started painting in the 1960s with Adam Firnekaes, formerly a Bauhaus student who had taught art studies at the Goethe Institute in Salvador, Bahia,
Brazil. He lived in London between 1972 and 1978, where Figueiredo carried out studies in Art History and English Literature. During that same period, he began his research
using newspaper prints, following his visual poems made with cutout words, color stains, and British tabloids. This investigation led him, since 1975, to the construction of
three-dimensional objects with collages, wire meshes, and monochromatic reliefs, presented in exhibitions held in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo from 1984 onwards. He was
also responsible for the production of performances’ scenography, graphic design projects, and participated in the historic publication Navilouca. His work is marked by his
experimental and interdisciplinary character and his production over the last 20 years is a result of spatial and chromatic research arising from Brazilian Concrete Art. It is
also affiliated to constructivism and its graphical tradition, exploring the contrasts of colors, transparencies and planar volumes. Using elements that identify with the daily
precariousness in the construction of the artistic object, fabrics or newspapers are appropriated by the artist, who creates reliefs, exploring densities, transparencies and the
recomposition of signs. In his latest works “Relevos” (Reliefs), Luciano accumulates several layers of painted canvas and makes geometric compositions by assembling them.
The artist wants to achieve the point of suspension of shapes and colors, as if they were “floating”, in what he calls “possibilities for color and space in suspension”.
Solo exhibitions: Urgente: É Pintura!, Tomie Ohtake Institute, São Paulo, Brazil; Figures et Formes Géométriques, Marcel Fleiss Galerie, Paris, France (2017); Galeria Leme, São
Paulo, Brazil (2015); Cor, Plano: Suspensão, Lurixs: Arte Contemporânea, Rio de Janeiro. Brazil; Luciano Figueiredo/ Dominique Thiolat: Face À Face, Galerie Teodora, Paris,
France (2014); fabri-fabulosi IMAGEM/LEGENDA: um cine-romance, Oi Futuro Ipanema, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (2013); Do Jornal à Pintura, Paço Imperial, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
(2006); Du Journal à la Peinture, Musée Départementale, Gap, France (2005).
Group exhibitions: Em casa, Lurixs: Arte Contemporânea, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; Modos de ver o Brasil: Itaú Cultural 30 anos, Oca, São Paulo, Brazil (2017); Resquicios, Carmen
Araujo Arte, Caracas, Venezuela (2015); Jogos de Guerra, CAIXA Cultural. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; Dessin, Couleur, etc., Galerie des Docks. Nice, France (2011); Jogos de Guerra,
Memorial da América Latina, São Paulo, Brazil (2010); Anos 70, Arte Como Questão, Instituto Tomie Ohtake, São Paulo, Brazil; Filmes de artista, Brazil 1965-80, Foire d’art
contemporain de Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France (2007).
His work integrates collections such as: Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, USA; Patricia Phelps de Cisneros Collection, USA; Kadist Foundation, San Francisco, USA; The Collection
Annette and Peter Nobel, Switzerland; Musée Museum Départamentale de Gap, France; João Satamini Collection, MAC. Niteroi, Brazil; Oi Futuro Flamengo, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil.

Luciano Figueiredo
Relevo (rosa/papel jornal), 1999
Acrylic on newsprint
22 x 25 x 4 cm

Luciano Figueiredo
Relevo, 1999
Acrylic on newsprint and wood
24 x 24,5 cm

Luciano Figueiredo
Relevo, “Volare” series N. 2, 2016
Acrylic on canvas
33 x 33 x 8 cm

Luciano Figueiredo
Relevo, “Volare” series N. 23, 2017
Acrylic on canvas
44 x 31 x 6 cm

Luciano Figueiredo
Relevo, “Volare” series N. 28, 2017
Acrylic on canvas
42 x 35 x 15 cm

Luciano Figueiredo
Relevo, “Volare” series N. 29, 2017
Acrylic on canvas
49 x 51 x 7 cm

